Black History Audiobook Recommendations - Elementary School
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- **KQ492** John Henry: An American Legend, Ezra Jack Keats
- **GQ655** Martin's Big Words: The Life Of Martin Luther King Jr., Doreen Rappaport
- **NA732** Crown: An Ode To The Fresh Cut, Derrick Barnes
- **NC174** A Picture Book Of Harriet Tubman, David Adler
- **NC179** A Picture Book Of Frederick Douglas, David Adler
- **GW215** When Marian Sang: The True Recital Of Marian Anderson, Pam Munoz Ryan
- **NB983** Hidden Figures, Margot Lee Shetterly
- **NC050** The Undefeated, Kwame Alexander
- **NC696** Between The Lines: How Ernie Barnes Went From The Football Field To The Art Gallery, Sandra Neil Wallace

- **ND216** The Oldest Student: How Mary Walker Learned To Read, Rita Lorraine Hubbard
- **NB318** Jabari Jumps, Gaia Cornwall
- **KX911** Marvelous Cornelius: Hurricane Katrina And The Spirit Of New Orleans, Phil Bildner
- **NC035** Pies From Nowhere: How Georgia Gilmore Sustained The Montgomery Bus Boycott, Dee Romito
- **GF823** Sweet Clara And The Freedom Quilt, Deborah Hopkinson
- **NA893** The Youngest Marcher, Cynthia Levinson
- **ND158** Let The Children March, Monica Clark-Robinson
- **HF713** Jackie Robinson And The Story Of All-Black Baseball, Jim O’Connor
- **ND073** A Place To Land: Martin Luther King Jr. And The Speech That Inspired A Nation, Barry Wittenstein
- **KZ951** Whoosh! Lonnie Johnson’s Super-Soaking Stream Of Inventions, Chris Barton

- **KP127** Play Louis Play!: The True Story Of A Boy And His Horn, Muriel Weinstein
- **NC060** The Boy Who Became King: LeBron James The Children’s Book, Anthony Cucio
- **KT500** What Are You Figuring Now? A Story About Benjamin Banneker, Jeri Ferris
- **NC757** Tristan Strong Punches A Hole In The Sky, Kwame Mbalia
- **GK278** Through My Eyes, Ruby Bridges
- **NC912** Finding Langston, Lesa Cline-Ransome
- **JN485** We Are The Ship: The Story Of Negro Baseball, Kadir Nelson
- **NA169** Voice Of Freedom: Fannie Lou Hamer, Spirit Of The Civil Rights Movement, Carole Boston Weatherford
- **NA651** Schomburg: The Man Who Built A Library, Carole Boston Weatherford
- **NC165** Memphis, Martin, And The Mountaintop: The Sanitation Strike Of 1968, Alice Faye Duncan
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